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"The soap, bath, and shower products market continues to
experience slow, yet steady growth, benefiting from strong
liquid body wash sales that are compensating for struggles

in the bar soap segment. Market growth can also be
partially attributed to the inclusion of premium and

therapeutic benefits found in liquid body wash and bath
products."

- Olivia Guinaugh, Home & Personal Care Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Liquid body wash continues to cannibalize bar soap sales
• Routine-driven shopping behaviors indicate challenges for brands
• Older adults express below-average interest in anything beyond the basics
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Most showering and bathing routines occur in the morning

The fear of stripping away good bacteria is starting to fade
Figure 50: Attitudes and behaviors toward soap, bath, and shower products, December 2018

Younger adults are looking to streamline personal care routines

Usage of Bath Products and Benefits Sought

Shopping Behaviors

Attitudes and Behaviors toward Soap, Bath, and Shower Products
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Figure 51: Select attitudes toward soap, bath, and shower products, by age, December 2018

Men have positive perceptions of bar soap, women use soap for multiple purposes
Figure 52: Select attitudes toward soap, bath, and shower products, by gender, December 2018

There’s a need for more ethnic-focused products
Figure 53: Select attitudes and behaviors toward soap, bath, and shower products, by race and Hispanic origin, December 2018

Innovations that support mental wellbeing are appealing
Figure 54: Usage and/or interest in soap, bath, and shower product innovations, December 2018

Innovations have prime audience among adults aged 18-44
Figure 55: Usage and/or interest in select soap, bath, and shower product innovations, by age, December 2018

Blacks and Hispanics drive interest in innovations
Figure 56: Usage and/or interest in select soap, bath, and shower product innovations, by race and Hispanic origin, December 2018
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